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FACTOR CATEGORIES OF THE CATEGORY OF SETS: 
DESCRIPTION AND CONCRETENESS 
0. Jntroduction 
Ascarding to the theorem by KuMa f4] ) every category is a factorization of a 
ctibncrete category. In other words, by factorizing the category of sets and ail its 
subcategories, we obtain al! possible categories. In the current paper. we investigate 
the fac!or categories of the category of sets and of all its full subcategories. We give 
their full description by means of congruences whic11 create them. We shaw that 
there sre two typzs of these congruences: coarse and fine (excluding the trivial one, 
which glues everything). 
A congruence isC*OQ~Q.~ rf it coincides with the trivial cjne on the category of 
finite sets. Such 3 congruence can be described by means of two fit&e sequences of
ordinals. A lim congruence isdetermined by a tiorma1 subgroup Df ;( &ite sym- 
metric group. We prove that each of the mentioned uongruenccs is created by a 
functar F from sets to sets, in the sense that f‘- R iff Fj r= F& We even construct a 
“small”’ class of functors such that these functors create all congruences and each 
of them is a factor functor af a horn funotor. These facts make it possible to prove 
that every factor category of a full subcategury of the category of sets is c10ncrete. 
The description of ail congruences on the category of sets is 3 generalization of
the paper by Malcev [S] presenting adescription of all congruences on symmetric 
monoids. 
The authors are glad to acknowledge their indebtedness toV. Trnkovd and 
i. Ad&n& for reading the manuscript and making several valuable suggestions. 
J. Preliminaties 
Conventions. Let K be a category. Then K” denotes the class of all its morphisms. 
If 0, p are objects raf K, then AK@, p) denotes the set of all morphisms from o to p; 
1, is the identity of O. 
W denotes the category of sets and mappings. Given a set A. Set, is its full sub- 
c;iteg,ry such that X is an object of St$ iff cardA’< card A. if 11 is an object of 3 
category A’. then Q, is the corresponding covariant horn functor from K to St. 
Q* =K(o. -) . 
In agreement with set theory? a cardinaf is a set. f&f X G ): we mean card X G 
card Y and A” =E Y means card*: = card Y. Let X C Y. Then $, is the inclusion of X 
into Y, i.e. t;(x) =x,x f X. Given 3 mappingf: A?+ Y, put in+ {f(x): xEX). 
Let * be an equivalence on a set M. Then JV~- = ( I-u]: xEM), where Ix\ = 
,r_VEM: x -_V}. 
Let F: K -+ Set be a functor. For every object cl of K, let aC, be an equivalense 
on /+ such that for every fE MCI, p) and every x, _V f F(o). 
We denote by & ‘j= the functor from K to Set def’ined by 
for every ~,p, fEK(o, g) and every x E Fo. 
Definition. A cattgnw~tc~ on i2 category K is an equivalence * on Km such that: 
( 1 j if f- g, then fand g have common domain and common range; 
(2)V; -&gl -g+~!‘1gl -fxgl*provided the composition in the right side 
makes ense. 
If d‘- g for any two morphisms with common domain and common range, then 
- is the trivial congruence on K. 
A factor category of a category K is a category K/- (where - is a congruence on 
KJ such that the objects of K/- @e the same 3s those of K and 
with superposition fl [g] = Ifg) . 
2. Skimiption of cangrucnces 
Definition. Let X be a normal subgroup of 3 finite symmetric group Sa (of all per- 
mutations on CII for a a finite cardinal). Define a congruence - on a full subcategory 
K of Set containing a set with cardinality at least ar, as follows: for fJ: A + R, 
f-- g iff one of the following cases takes place: 
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Cal f’=g. 
(h) h/l imgC 0. 
We call * a fW cutrqp~ntx= on IS’ with characteristic (ou,N). 
Convention. Given mappings jig : X -+ Y, put 
where a = {x E x: f’(x) # go . 
Ikhition. Let cq , . . . . a,, and fil . . . . . 0, be two finite sequences of cardinals with 
the following properties: 
(I,$,, <on 1 <: . . . C/J! <a, < . ..<Q.,, 
(2M,,. l* atI is infinite and either fi,, is infinite or j3, = 1. 
J,Mine a congruence - on a full subcategory K of Set, containing a set with cardi- 
nality at least a,. 3s follows: for j:g : A 3 B, f - g iff one of the following cases 
takes place: 
(3) imji img < al ; 
(h) there exists iE (1, . . . . ?I---1) withc+Qimf%img<ai+l andUfR<Cji; . 
(c) a, G imj’” img and u$R < &. 
We call - a cr3m~ cmgnranc;*e on K with characteristic ((a!1 , . . . . a,& (& ) . . . . &$. 
Note. LH - be the fine congruence with characteristic (ar,N) on a full subcategory 
K of Set. As K contains an A with A’ 2 or, - is nc, :r trivial nor coarse with any 
characteristic on A’ and the characteristic (a,N) of - is unique. Analogously for 
cmrse mngruences. 
Proposition 2.2. Id L*, by a congruence on a fir11 mbcateguty K of u c*ategoy 1,. 
TIIm - cm bc extended to L. More in detail; There is u congmence a on L such 
thutf-g~ff*gfi>reveryj:gEKm. 
hoof. For every fig E Lm put f A g iff there are h, 1 E L” and f, , gl E K” such 
thatfl “gl,f=hfiIandg=hBt1.Putf~giffthereareki....,k,with 
f=k,;kzC.+k,=g. 
Canven tion. Let - be fine on the full subcategory A’of Set with just one object A. 
Then we shall say that - is fine on A. Analogously for trivial and coarse congruences. 
Proof. i_.ct L g: ,I! --* Y, _f-+ g. 
(1) imf‘tl inrg is infinite. Assume that e.g. imf’> wo. There are k s .3 -P X, I: I’ --c .4 
such that im ifk is irafinitc* dnd /fk f Igk. Therr ffk 7 lgk, and so 1.7 g 
(2) m~fU intg is finite. Then there are k, :,%?+A, k~:tl+Xsuchthatfk~kt =fl 
gkzk, = 8. Then f- g iff f’ -g’, wheref’ =fk2,g’ =gk;moreover f” fg’. Further 
there exist It : Y + A, I, : A -+ Y such that Cz 1, f’ = f“. I2 I, g’ = g’. Then f“ -9’ iff 
I,.f’- It g’ and clearly fl g fulfil the condition in the definition of the fine congruencze 
iff I, p’. II g’ do. 
Proof. Let./+ X+ Y, X, YC4. There exist k, ,2, I, ,2 as in part (2) of the proof of 
Lemma 2.4. Clearly f; g fulfil the condition in the definition of coarse congruence 
iff I,f ‘, I,g’ do. 
Lemma 2.6. Lot - be a cmgmence tm Set which is coarse m sets A, B, A < (19. I” 
Nq. “St Q,,). @I * +*-, &)) is the characteristic of r*, on A, then the characteristic qf 
- im B is either the Same or eqmd to 
Pwd. Apply Lemma 2.5 to B. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. In case that K has just one object (i.e.. it is a symmetric 
monoid), the theorem was proved by Malcev (51. Due to this result, far K arbitrary, 
* is either trivial or fine or coarse on any set, 
FoLIowing Yroposi t ion 2.2, to prove our theorem we can restrict ourselves to the 
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case that A’ = Set. If - is fine on some set, then it is fine on Set. due to Lemma 2.4. 
Therefore we crln ;Issume that - is coarse on 3 set .A, and the theorem will be proved 
by showing th31 - is coarse on Set. Due to Lemma 25. - is coarse on SetA e Obvious- 
ly,- is coarse on sny set X with X 3 A lsee Lemma 2.3). Since the sequences in the 
characteristics of hoarse congtuences are finite, the following is obtained from Lemm 
2.6: There exists a cardinal 6 3 A such that the characteristic of W on 6 is the same 
as its characteristic on any set X with X 2 6, which is again the same as the character- 
istic of * on Set-y (cf. Lemma 2 S). It can be easily seen that ly is then coarse with 
this characteristic on the whole category Set. This concludes the proof. 
3. Creating congruences by means of functors and concreteness of the factor 
categories 
Definition. A 0lngruence - on a category K is s;iid to be created by ;i functor 
F: K =+ L, provided 1’” g iff Fj.= Fg. 
Example I. The fine tvngruence - with characteristic ( r,N) on Set is created, e.g.. 
by the functor 
where for every set AI, =k4, is the restriction of - to Q& 
Example 2. The coarse congruence with characteristic ((a),(p)> on Set is created, e.g., 
by the following functor l?t which is 3 factor functor of Q,: 
where, for every set X and every mappIng/: X + Y, 
R,X={z:ZCX,Z==a ~rz=Q}, 
RJZ) = f(Z) provided f(Z) E= ot , 
RJZ, = Q provided f(Z) < CII , 
and, for every M, 2 1c 22 E R, M, 
Roof. We denote by - the coarse congruence on Set with characteristic ((c), (~3)). 
Pt is easy to see that f~ 8 * l?tf, Btg. Thus the congruence created by St must 
he coarse. To prove that its characteristic is exactly ((a).(p)>. it suffices to show 
that for every cardinal y 2 a there are ]lg with imf” img 2 y, UJR 2 fl and 
@ ;ic ilgg. Put f = 1 r and define R : y + y by R(L) =- 0 for every : < 6: ~2) = z for 
evee z Q 0. Putting Z ;= (z: z < in} , we have 
l%us Bzjj ii?] ) f Btg([%] ). Clearly UA~ 3 8. and the proof is concluded. 
Proof. it is well-known (e.g. [6]) that a functor F : Set --+ Set is a factor functor of 
a hom functor iff there are k’, . _ys f IT,, such that, for every Y, y E FY, F~jt”,,) f _v 
for some f : X 0 4, Y. I%US let .r[,, xf, be the cmresponding couples for Bi, i = 1, . . . . FL 
Put A’,, = V:,t xi, (.the disjoint union of Xi) and 
where], ; Xi1 -+ X,, are the canonical injections. X,,. .xc, clearly have the required 
properties. 
Worth the aim of the results of this and the preceding paragraphs. we obtain the 
i;~l!tiwing: 
Note. An analogous result can be obtained for an arbitrary full subcategory of Set. 
In fact, if - is fine on K with characteristic (a,N), then there exists an object 
X in K with X 2 QI, and so 7$ restricted to K, creates -, and it is a factor functor 
of Qx : K -+ Set. Analogcudy for * coarse or trivial. 
Proposition 3.4. i/f * be (I corqgtuerwe on a category K, Then K/- is concrete uf 
cc is creutcd by a functnr F: K + Set. 
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Proof. Let tf : K -+ Kj- be the canonical functor. If K/- is concrete, i.e. if there is 
a kthful functor G : K/- -+ Set. then G$! creates -; on the other hand, if 
k’: K + Set creates -, then it can be written as F= GoH with G faithful. 
Corollary 3.5. AN fac*t~r c-ategwies of fidl subcateguh of Set are cwrcretc. 
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